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About This Game

Enjoy the next most atmospheric jigsaw puzzle game!

24 different jigsaw puzzles to complete

Each puzzle with 12, 24, 48, 96, 192 and 384 pieces

Very high play time, it really takes hours!

Fantastic graphics for its genre

Optional evil voice commentary

Optional against time and no-cheat game modes

Great musics and atmosphere

96 achievements

Leaderboards
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Publisher:
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It's a pretty good game to play with my girlfriend. We like challanges agains each other.
It has good price for a puzzle game.
The only problem is there is no info about score system so i couldn't understand it.

8\/10. After having some negative experience with puzzle games in the past, I am skeptic before buying a puzzle game. Dark
Fantasy 2: Jigsaw Puzzle however, is very well done in every aspect and if you like fantasy art and beautiful ladies, don't miss
out on this one.

But it's not only the art. The game-play is very smart too. Now you might wonder, what can be smart about a puzzle game?

Well, the game comes with 96 achievements that are based on a score system. Every puzzle can be played with a freely
adjustable number of pieces. You can play each puzzle with 12, 24, 48, 96, 192 or 384 pieces. The more pieces you select the
higher your score.

Additionally there's a timer. The faster you finish your puzzle, the more points you get. But if you don't like to be pushed or
don't care about score or achievements, you can deactivate the timer.

You can also deactivate help systems like showing a very dark, barely visible picture of the puzzle in the background.
Deactivating this feature will increase your score multiplier.

Adjusting the number of pieces is not only helpful in terms of a score, it's also nice being able to choose how to play your puzzle
or being able to select a lower number of pieces for kids.

During the game you can activate a small image of the final picture helping you with your puzzle.

For puzzles containing a lot of dark areas, you can activate outlining the edges of the pieces. This is quite helpful too.

All in all, Dark Fantasy 2: Jigsaw Puzzle is very well done and I highly recommend the game for some relaxing hours.
\t
Pros:
- beautiful fantasy art
- mild stylish erotic
- 24 ladies
- very good music that matches the theme of the game (and it's not the music from the shop page, which is a good thing)
- gallery (adding ladies after finishing the puzzles)
- smart game-play
- helpful features that make puzzling easier
- no nude patch because this is art, not porn

Neutral:
There's a man commenting on your progress in a very low, heavy metal style voice. It's a little weird but you can turn him off if
you don't like his comments.

Cons:
- none. Art is nice to look at. Fun to play when you're bored.. The best puzzle game by price. Very very relaxing game play.
. Pros:
-6 different piece types
-A lot of different pictures
-First time, in your life you can race with someone in a puzzle game.
-Thanks to flexible score system, you can play the game as competitive or comfortable.
-Sounds are powerful, you feel like playing a fantasy RPG.
-You can play 4 different mods by choosing copy or time options. They will effect your score.
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Cons:
-So easy to get achievements.
-Took me a while to understand the score system, it could be easier.

My Score Is 8.7\/10. Best puzzle game ever!!!. As a person who played and also reviewed the first game as well, this time I see
the game is much more functional and richer. This time there are 24 new girls. The art, music and all other effects are pretty
cool. They resolved the background issues from the first game, it is less painful for the eyes now. And I am so glad to see that
they finally added a reference picture as it should be in a real jigsaw puzzle environment. The timer and faded copy image are
now optional, which are also other nice improvements. There is also a score system depends on these two features. Your score
gets higher if you enable timer and disable copy image. I think it is the best jigsaw game available on Steam, but could be better
if they also add a feature like rotating puzzle pieces.
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As a player with a lot of experience in puzzle games, I will say that this game is very worthy of your attention. I immediately see
that the developer made the game with love. Really great dark fantasy atmosphere! Very high-quality gameplay and art. I want
to say thank you for this great game and of course, I am waiting for the continuation of this Dark Fantasy line game!. It was a
very fun and addictive game with very rich content. I loved the girls and want to marry one of them. Especially the one on her
knees ;). Just a fantastic game! I'm delighted with the illustrations of the girls and the gameplay. Thank you very much to the
developer for such a great opportunity to spend time with pleasure. Highly recommend!. nice game naisuuu
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